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Summary. In many city centres and some large urban areas, access restrictions are 

imposed on trucks and vans. On the other hand, the number of e-commerce packages to be 
delivered daily is increasing rapidly, and service companies of all kinds also have to serve 
their customers in these areas. The use of cargo bikes is seen as a possible solution. The 
direct reason for this research is the observation that there is still room for a new type of 
cargo bike that meets the needs of the outlined target groups. This article summarises how 
the quality function deployment (QFD) method has been used for the systematic 
development of an electric cargo tricycle that meets these needs. The developed tricycle 
distinguishes itself from existing cargo bikes mainly by its loading capacity, stability and 
manoeuvrability. The prototype tests performed by professional couriers were so positive 
that a pilot series was built. 

 
 

1. INTRODUCTION 
 

The accessibility of urbanised areas for conventional trucks and even vans is often restricted. 
Window times, low emission zones, noise limits, ... are some known restrictions. In a number of 
historical centres or pedestrian zones, the access of trucks, vans and also passenger cars is even radically 
prohibited. Such bans pose a problem not only for companies that have to deliver e-commerce parcels 
but also for service companies that have to deliver spare parts and tools on site. The regulator points, 
among other things, to bicycles, are seen as solutions to the posed problem [1]. Classic pedal-powered 
bicycles are suitable for the delivery of light parcels of limited size. The use of electric bicycles (e-bikes) 
can increase the comfort of the cyclist and the area within which the cyclist can make deliveries. The 
use of bicycles with a cargo space or a trailer is proposed as a solution for delivering relatively large 
parcels and for service companies, among others, by the European Commission [2] and in recent 
research results [3-5]. Research and pilot projects conclude that electric cargo bikes for last-mile 
delivery improve efficiency, are less polluting, relieve congestion and reduce costs compared to vans 
[6-8]. The COVID-19 pandemic contributed to an expansion in e-commerce and cargo bike use [9-11]. 
On the other hand, professional cargo bike couriers point out relevant shortcomings of the bikes they 
use. Companies that lease and/or maintain cargo bikes for professional users also notice limitations in 
loading volume, stability, robustness, ..., especially when compared to classic delivery vans. In this 
research an electric cargo bike is developed. On the one hand, it fits within the mentioned access 
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restrictions in urbanised areas. On the other hand, it addresses the primary complaints of professionals 
who cannot use their classic vans in these areas. 

 
 

2. LITERATURE RESEARCH 
 
2.1. width of the cargo bike 
 

The majority of current cargo bikes are between 0.8 and 0.9 m [12]. Heavy cargo bikes vary from 
0.8-1.2 m. European Regulation limits the maximum width of a bicycle to 1 m [13]. Individual countries 
can exclude those limitations from their own. For example, in Belgium and the Netherlands, single-track 
vehicles have a maximum width of 0.75 m, and multitrack vehicles have a maximum width of 2.5 m 
and 1.5 m, respectively [14, 15]. The maximum width of 2.5 m is extremely wide and is stated in regards 
to multi-person go-carts or a so-called beer bike. Trailers have a maximum allowed width of 1 m in 
general and 1.2 m for permitted pilot projects [16]. There is no legislation in place regarding the width 
of bicycle lanes. There are recommendations stating a minimum width of 1.5 m, taking a 1-m-wide 
bicycle into account with 0.25 m clearance on both sides [17]. This is currently not the case for all 
bicycle lanes. Currently, 42% of cyclists are not satisfied with the width of Belgian bicycle lanes, and 
31% of current cycle lanes are narrower than the prescribed 1.5 m [18]. Denmark recommends a width 
of 2.2 m [19]. Greibe et al. recommend a minimum width of 1.95 m for a two-lane cycle track [20]. 
Cargo bikes with a maximum width of 1 m are allowed to use bicycle lanes [21]. A cargo bike wider 
than 1 m cannot benefit from the advantages of using bicycle lanes. Belgium, Denmark and the 
Netherlands are described here since they are part of the top five in terms of Europe’s main cargo bikes 
market [22] and are the top three in private cycling use [23]. Due to financial and political incentives, 
Belgium emerged as a key cargo bike market in 2021 [24]. 
 
2.2. Cargo bike capacity 
 

Fig. 1 shows different types of cargo bikes with their respective payload information and widths [25]. 
Fig. 2 shows the representation of the types. Overall, 51.2% of the cargo bike sales are three-wheeled 
cargo bikes, and 48.8% are two-wheeled [26]. 

 

 
Fig. 1. Cargo bike types [4] 
 

 
Fig. 2. Representation of cargo bike types [27] 
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In general, the most common cargo bicycles are front-load cargo bikes, as 62% of cargo bike trips 
are carried out by front-load cargo bikes [27]. Messenger bikes have a limited cargo capacity but are 
commonly used for food delivery since they require a low cargo capacity, and due to delivery within 
one hour, deliveries cannot be combined. Postal services also use this type of bicycle for letter deliveries. 

Front-load cargo bikes are the most common cargo bikes for private use. They can transport up to 
125 kg, which is perfect for grocery shopping or transporting children. This type is also often used by 
parcel couriers. The cargo bike has a decent capacity and has similar handling qualities as a traditional 
bicycle. Bike couriers still complain about the limited volume capacity and often add a trailer to increase 
the capacity. The full weight capacity is rarely reached due to limited volume and low-density parcels. 
Research also points to limited capacity as a major shortcoming [28, 29]. Current market trends show 
an increase in cargo capacity [30]. Rear-load cargo trikes in general have the highest cargo capacity. 
The extra wheel distributes the load and allows additional cargo capacity. Placing the cargo behind the 
driver allows for a higher cargo area without obstructing the driver’s view. These types are often used 
by parcel couriers such as UPS, DHL and FedEx [31-33]. However, current rear-load cargo trikes 
increase the average travel time [34]. This is stated to be due to the extra cargo they can carry. 

The specifications in Fig. 1 are the average values for these cargo types. There are extreme versions, 
such as the Cargo Bike XXL and the Urban Arrow Tender (Fig. 3). 

 

 
 

Fig. 3. Ziegler Cargo Bike XXL [35] and Urban Arrow Tender [36] 
 

The Cargo Bike XXL from Ziegler is capable of delivering up to 500 kg with a maximum volume of 
4.3 m². Its total length is 6.5 m. Due to the large loading capacity; the cargo bike needs an extra-wide 
cycle infrastructure. The Urban Arrow Tender is a tadpole tricycle with a payload capacity of 300 kg 
and 1.2 m³. The vehicle is 1.14 m wide. 
 
2.3. Electrical assistance 
 

E-bikes assist the driver and make it easier to transport high payloads. Electric assistance generally 
reduces delivery times, especially along routes with elevation differences [34]. Currently, 40% of cargo 
bikes are electrically assisted. In 2020, 92% and 75.5% of all sold cargo bikes were electric in Europe 
and Germany, respectively, with the Pedelec25 representing the majority of cases [24, 37]. Pedelec25 
assistance is currently limited to 250 W and 25 km/h. These electric cargo bikes are the same type as e-
bikes. This, however, provides limited assistance when cycling with a high payload on hilly terrain. The 
assistance can be increased to 1000 W. These cargo bikes, however, require a licence, insurance and 
safety equipment, as they fall under other categories and requirements [14]. 
 
2.4. Potential to shift 
 

Parcel, express and courier (PEC) is the sector with the highest potential for cycle delivery [38]. Of 
all deliveries, 85% can be done by cargo bikes [39, 40]. Government incentives and improvements in 
infrastructure, combined with informing companies about advantages, are major factors in speeding up 
the transition to cargo bikes [41].  
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3. SUMMARY OF THE RESEARCH METHODOLOGY AND QUANTIFIED GOALS 
 

In this research, a systematic scientific method has been applied for the development of the cargo 
bike, namely the quality function deployment (QFD) method [42]. To obtain a full view of the desired 
features of the vehicle to be developed, representatives of all types of stakeholders were interviewed: 

1. experienced bike couriers: couriers transporting light parcels of limited size on a conventional 
bicycle, couriers using a two-wheel cargo bike, couriers using a tricycle or quadricycle, couriers 
using a trailer 

2. operators of a fleet of bicycles and tricycles, including cargo bikes 
3. cargo bike distributors 
4. manufacturers of cargo bikes 
5. those responsible for mobility and logistics at local authorities 
6. operators of an urban distribution centre 
7. classic courier services using mostly or exclusively vans and trucks 
8. service companies located in an urban environment with access restrictions 
9. service companies located in rural areas but with customers in urbanised areas 
10. shopkeepers in urbanised areas. 

The desired features of a cargo bike detected during the interviews are summarised as follows: 
1. highly manoeuvrable 
2. robust in the sense of being able to withstand daily use by non-owners of the bike 
3. allowed by legislation on bicycle paths 
4. low wind resistance 
5. loading floor at least suitable for a euro pallet (80 x 120 cm) 
6. able to transport long pieces 
7. stable at all times, even with loads of 150 or 200 kg 
8. can be parked without external support 
9. secured against theft 
10. safe at all times, even when driving downhill fully loaded 
11. battery rechargeable in 15 minutes or replaceable 
12. complies with relevant legislation 
13. easily repairable 
14. intuitive to use 
15. cheap to build in small series 
The abovementioned features desired by stakeholders are put in the house of quality matrix according 

to the QFD method. The matrix structures the desired features and distinguishes between requirements 
and wishes; if the cargo bike under development does not comply with the requirements, it will not be 
accepted by the market. The wishes are rather desirable features. According to the QFD method, the 
final classification as “requirement” or “wish” is done by the team of developers using the details of the 
wording by the interviewees. In this phase of the development – which took place in 2019 – over 300 
types of existing cargo bikes are checked with the stakeholder requirements, and it is concluded that not 
a single type of existing cargo bike complies with all requirements. Therefore, the development process 
is continued by creating a list of engineering requirements: 

1. the cyclist has a free view of the road 
2. maximum total load (cargo + cyclist) of 275 kg or more 
3. maximum cargo payload of 200 kg or more 
4. maximum total payload of each wheel of 110 kg or more 
5. maintenance free for 1000 driving hours at maximum load 
6. maximum width of 1 m 
7. S-turn of two times 180° and a radius of 4 m at a speed of 15 km/h or more; 
8. all wheels diameter of 20" or more 
9. minimum ground clearance under the loading floor of 14 cm or more 
10. stability is an intrinsic property of the bike 
11. loading floor of 81 x 121 cm or more, with a pallet edge of 5-15 cm high on four sides; 
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12. possibility of mounting a ladder-shaped front wall on the loading floor for transporting long 
pieces protruding above the cyclist 

13. vehicle speed can be limited to 25 km/h 
14. can be homologated as an L1eA or L1eB vehicle [43], or the maximum rated output power of 

the motors is limited to 250 W 
15. replaceable battery with a capacity of 400 Wh and space for a second identical battery 
16. parking using a mechanical brake or active position control using the motor 
17. automatic support leg in case of a two-wheel bike, slide in and out within 0.3 s 
18. hidden built-in tracing system operational over 200 km 
19. automatic quality lighting with EN number 
20. conventional brake levers for bicycles (on the right-hand side for rear brake control, on the left-

hand side for front brake control) 
21. proportional regenerative brakes operated by a conventional brake lever 
22. braking deceleration better than 5m/s² on (clean) asphalt or concrete roads 
23. assembly and maintenance can be done using readily available tools only 
24. use of parts that are commercially available except for the frame 
25. tuned to a cyclist of 1.8 m and adaptable for cyclists between 1.7 and 1.9 m. 
The above list of engineering requirements, referred to as ER1 to ER25, is to be considered as a 

checklist during the next development phases, namely the creative conceptual design and detailed 
engineering phases. 

 
 

4. CONCEPTUAL DESIGN 
 

A number of concepts for new types of cargo bikes have been generated. Their potential to meet the 
engineering requirements has been evaluated, and the most promising concept has been selected. It is 
schematically represented in Fig. 4. 
 

 

 
 

Fig. 4. Concept of the new type of cargo bike 
 
This cargo bike can be classified as a rear-load cargo tricycle. A rear-load cargo tricycle typically 

allows a free view on the road (ER1) independent of the dimensions of the cargo. A tricycle is easier to 
keep stable than a bicycle and can be suitably dimensioned for cargo of a Euro-pallet size. The specific 
proposed design consists of a part for the cyclist at the front (cyclist module) and a part for the cargo at 
the back (cargo module). Both modules are connected by a hinge.  

The cyclist module consists mainly of a front wheel with a fork and handlebars, a saddle, a pair of 
pedals mounted on an electric mid-drive motor and a frame. For the front wheel, a conventional 26" or 
28" spoked wheel is chosen, of which numerous variants are commercially available with matching tires 
(ER24). The fork and handlebars are also parts for which numerous variants are commercially offered. 
The saddle is longitudinal and height adjustable (ER25). The frame is a conventionally welded tubular 
frame commonly used in cargo bikes. The pedals and handlebars are conventionally commercially 
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available components. The pedal rods are mounted on a conventional mid-drive motor for an e-bike. 
However, this motor is used as a generator by installing purpose made software on the motor controller. 
The front wheel is equipped with a conventional hydraulic brake to meet legal and engineering 
requirements. This front wheel brake is considered an emergency brake and should not be used often, 
as it is the most wear-sensitive part of the tricycle. 

The cargo module consists mainly of a U-shaped frame. A wheel motor is mounted on each leg of 
the U, and the loading floor is situated between both legs. The width of each leg is limited to 9.5 cm to 
allow for a width of 81 cm for the loading floor (ER11) within the maximum total width of 100 cm 
(ER6). The ground clearance under the loading floor can be chosen to comply with the engineering 
requirements (ER9) since it is not determined by the diameter of the wheels. The U-frame is composed 
of sheet metal parts connected by structural rivets (ER23). This construction method avoids the use of 
moulds and dies, allows the strength (ER2-ER3) and stiffness to be maximised by means of computer 
simulations, avoids the use of specifically trained personnel for welding (ER23) and ensures fast 
assembly. Furthermore, well-shielded compartments for electronics (ER18), batteries (ER15) and cables 
can be integrated inside the U-shaped frame owing to the sheet metal-based concept. A ladder-shaped 
front wall (ER12) and high-quality lighting (ER19) are also included. 

The cyclist module and the cargo module are hinged so that the cyclist module can rotate around an 
almost horizontal longitudinal axis in relation to the cargo module. This enables the driver to lean when 
taking corners, enhancing the stability of the tricycle (ER10). The exact choice, location and orientation 
of the hinge have been experimentally researched and are discussed below. 

The loading floor is surrounded on three sides by the U-shaped frame. At the backside, there is a 
robust door that can be folded down around horizontal hinges. When folded down, this door supports 
the loading module so that the tricycle cannot tip over backwards when loaded. Loading can be done 
from above with an overhead crane, from behind with a pallet truck or completely manually from the 
side. Most likely, a service company will mount a fixed box of suitable height on the loading floor. 
Couriers are expected to prefer to load a single case or two stacked cases containing the parcels to be 
delivered. Foldable cases can be used to minimise wind resistance.  

All engineering requirements not yet mentioned in this paragraph – except for the manoeuvrability 
(as quantified in ER7) and stability requirements – can be dealt with in the detailed engineering phase. 
Further research was focused on these features, as they are crucial for couriers in urban areas. 

 
 

5. STABILITY AND MANOEUVRABILITY 
 

As the main dimensions of the tricycle are determined by the need to transport cargo the size of a 
Euro pallet, the stability and manoeuvrability depend mainly on the complex mechanical drive system, 
the control software and the proper features of the hinged connection between both modules. 

 
5.1. Drive system 
 

The propulsion system of the proposed tricycle consists of a wheel motor in each of the rear wheels, 
a generator mounted between the pedal rods, one or more battery packs, control electronics with the 
necessary software and controls on the handlebars. The wheel motors can provide torque for driving or 
braking and a holding torque when parked. 

A permanent magnet brushless DC (BLDC) motor with coils on the stator and magnets on the rotor 
has been chosen as a wheel motor. Two flanges are mounted on the rotor. They support the wheel rim 
on which pneumatic tires are mounted. 20" tires (ER8) with a payload of 140 kg are commercially 
available (ER4). Three hall sensors are fitted between the stator coils to determine the speed and 
direction of rotation. The power cable and signal cable are routed outward along the axis. The stator can 
be powered by a 24V, 36V or 48V DC power source according to the desired maximum speed. A direct 
drive BLDC motor is chosen instead of the more widely available geared motor because such a direct 
drive motor can be adapted to the very small width that is available. The direct drive motor, including a 
stator shaft, rotor flanges and a rim, forms a single unit with a drop-out size of 70 mm. It can be fitted 
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within the width of 95 mm of the leg of the U-shaped frame. The wheel motors propel and stop the 
vehicle using regenerative braking, increasing the range as recommended by previous research [44]. 

A mid drive motor of a conventional e-bike is mounted on the cyclist module. It is driven by the 
cyclist using the pedals, and it serves as a generator. It is connected to the battery pack that powers the 
wheel motors, thus increasing the range by the energy supplied by the cyclist. This series hybrid system 
was studied in detail by [45, 46]. 

Numerous user control features are implemented to enable the smooth operation of this drive system: 
1. an on/off key interrupting the connection to the main power source; only the tracer (ER19) remains 

powered. 
2. an “intention” multi-position switch 

• Parking: the wheel motors are energised and controlled to a position. This prevents the tricycle 
from spontaneously moving on a slope. (ER16) 

• Driving: the wheel motors are energised depending on the movement of the pedals. Up to a 
speed of 5 km/h, the wheel motors can be driven proportional to the position of a throttle, 
serving as a walking function. 

• Reverse: similar to the walking function but backwards. 
3. an “assistance” multi-position switch to select the level of assistance by the tricycle rear wheel 

motors. The switch position mainly determines a multiplication factor to calculate the torque of the 
motors, starting from the torque of the cyclist on the pedal rods mounted on the generator. 

4. a “throttle” to control the power of the wheel motors up to 5 km/h forwards and backwards.  
5. a brake lever on the right side of the handlebars that, when operated, immediately interrupts the 

propulsion by the wheel motors, causing the tricycle to coast. When the brake lever is pressed 
further, the regenerative braking action of the motors is activated. The position of the brake lever 
determines the power in braking mode (ER21). 

6. a hydraulic brake on the front wheel of the tricycle (ER20). It is activated by a brake lever on the 
left side of the handlebars. A brake switch is integrated into this brake lever. When operated, it 
immediately interrupts the propulsion by the wheel motors and sets a fixed braking current. When 
the brake lever on the right-hand side is also pressed, this brake lever determines the power in 
braking mode. The hydraulic brake can also be used as a parking brake on the front wheel.  

7. a display providing information to the cyclist, such as speed, distance travelled, battery charge, ... 
8. two batteries mounted inside the frame of the cargo module. Each battery is equipped with its own 

battery management system. They are used sequentially. The battery used to power the wheel 
motors is also charged by the generator and the regenerative braking system. 

9. a brake resistor mounted in the frame. It dissipates energy from the generator when the batteries 
are fully charged and limits the energy to the battery from regenerative braking in order to maintain 
the health of the battery. 

10. an electronics box, which includes a double driver for both wheel motors, a driver for the generator, 
a data processor and a data storage module. The data storage function was used intensively to gather 
data for the ongoing research. Performance data can be visualised on the display, while more 
detailed and historical data can be visualised on a smartphone over a link such as Bluetooth.  

 
The handlebar of the tricycle is shown in Fig. 5. 
 

 
 

Fig. 5. Handlebar of the tricycle 
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5.2. Software 

 
The software used to run the tricycle mainly consists of modules for the wheel drives, the generator, 

battery management and user interaction. This research focused on the software for the wheel drives and 
the generator. 

The drive of the wheel motors controls the torque exerted on the rotor of each motor. When driving 
straight ahead with equal load and tire pressure on both wheels, this torque should be identical for both 
motors. As soon as the handlebars are turned when entering a bend, the resistance on the wheel on the 
inside of the bend increases, and the resistance on the wheel on the outside of the bend decreases. The 
speed of the motor on the outside of the bend increases while the opposite occurs for the motor on the 
inside of the bend, thus helping the bicycle turn corners. The individual control of both wheel motors 
increases the manoeuvrability of the tricycle considerably in a way comparable to the electric stability 
control (ESC) implemented in conventional cars.  

Furthermore, this drive reads the inputs of the intention switch, assistance switch, throttle and both 
brake levers mounted on the handlebars. As mentioned before, the brake lever on the right-hand side is 
used to control the level of regenerative braking by both wheel motors. Apart from the advantage of 
energy recuperation, using the wheel motors as primary braking also activates a software-implemented 
anti-lock braking system (ABS) without requiring extra components. The rotational speed of the wheel 
motors is constantly monitored using three Hall sensors. A measured decrease in the rotational speed of 
a wheel motor is interpreted by the software to identify the slipping of the wheel. In that case, 
regenerative braking is interrupted immediately until the wheel regains traction. Then, braking is 
reactivated as before. This procedure is repeated as long as the wheel tends to slip. As a consequence, 
the maximum vehicle deceleration mainly depends on the coefficient of friction between the tires and 
the road. This coefficient is beyond 0.5 anyway, thus allowing a deceleration above 5 m/s² (ER22). 

This drive also determines the maximum speed at which the motors still provide assistance. This 
switch-off speed depends on several parameters. Local legislation can limit this switch-off speed (often 
to 25 km/h). In practice, the voltage supplied by the battery varies depending on the state of charge 
(SOC). For a nominal voltage of 48V – as used in the tricycle described in the current work – the actual 
voltage varies between 39V (0% SOC) and 54.6V (100% SOC). Battery life can be prolonged by 
keeping the SOC between 20% and 80% [47]. Other research [48] shows that the efficiency of a BLDC 
motor may diminish consistently when operated in the top 10% of its rotational speed, thus draining the 
battery very quickly. Therefore, the motor’s switch-off speed is made variable depending on the actual 
voltage of the battery. The switch-off speed is within the limit implied by legislation as long as the 
battery voltage is more than 42V (ER13). As soon as the battery voltage drops below this value, the 
switch-off speed is reduced to avoid operation in the inefficient speed zone. The software of this drive 
can also limit the output power of the wheel motors. According to European regulations, the average 
power output of the propulsion of an e-bike – either a bicycle or tricycle – is limited to 250 W [43]. If 
not, homologation as a light electric vehicle category L1eA or L1eB is required. The technical guidelines 
state that the power measurement may be carried out for half an hour, which means that the peak power 
consumption may be significantly higher than indicated in these guidelines. In concrete terms, this 
means that the power consumption when driving up a slope can be significantly higher than 250 W as 
long as it is largely reduced when driving down the slope immediately afterwards. The software manages 
this power consumption, taking into account energy recuperation during braking on some downhill 
roads.  The drive of the generator creates resistive torque on the bottom bracket. A safe and comfortable 
feeling during cycling is related to the course of this torque as a function of the position of the pedal 
rods. Prior tests reveal that a constant resistive torque is very uncomfortable for the cyclist [49]; in the 
dead points at the upper and lower positions of the pedal rods, a resistive torque from the generator is 
very difficult to overcome. In conventional bicycles these dead points are bridged by the inertia of the 
moving bicycle. This is not the case for a tricycle carrying a heavy load starting at a standstill. Further, 
at higher speeds, the resistance must be limited in the dead points to maintain safety. Preferably, the 
resistance on the pedals also depends on the physical resistance of the loaded tricycle (i.e. the rolling 
and air resistance). Since there is no mechanical linkage to the rear wheel motors, a digital linkage is 
established to create the feeling of the physical resistance of the tricycle. The actual electrical current 
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and the actual rotational speed of the wheel motors are indicative of this physical resistance. Therefore, 
the generator drive uses this current and speed as input values. The resistive torque on the bottom bracket 
created by the generator depends upon several factors: 

- the rotational speed of the generator 
- the rotational speed of the wheel motors  
- the actual current of the wheel motors 
- the actual position of the pedal rods 
Moreover, this digital linkage serves as a continuous variable transmission (CVT): a constant 

pedalling speed is created to maximise the comfort of the cyclist. 
 

5.3. Hinged connection 
 

The hinge consists of a shaft that rotates in a housing. It resists forces in all directions perpendicular 
to the shaft, forces in both senses parallel to the shaft and bending moments in both senses around all 
transverse directions. The longitudinal direction of the shaft largely coincides with the longitudinal 
direction of the tricycle. However, it can be tilted slightly up or down at the front to improve 
manoeuvrability. Moreover, the hinge can be mounted at a higher or lower position between both 
modules of the tricycle. A design of experiments has been set up to determine the ideal tilt angle and 
installation height. 

The prototype tricycle used for these experiments is shown in  
Fig. 6. Numerous geometrical parameters of this tricycle influence its manoeuvrability and stability. 

Since the design of experiments focuses on the height and tilt angle of the hinge, these geometric 
parameters are copied from a rigid cargo bicycle. The design of experiments includes three different 
heights (220 mm, 360 mm and 500 mm above ground level) at three different tilt angles (10° upwards, 
horizontal and 10° downwards) with an empty load and the maximum load on the loading floor. 

 
 

Fig. 6. Prototype with adjustable hinge 
 

Cyclists conducted an obstacle course at different speeds (below 10 km/h, 10-15 km/h, 15-20 km/h 
and above 20 km/h). The specified combinations of heights and tilt angles were evaluated by questioning 
the cyclists. They were explained that “stable” is to be understood as not likely to fall or tip over, and 
“manoeuvrable” is to be understood as easy to move and direct as intended. Parallel to the interviews, 
the stability was evaluated by measuring the steering angle. Frequent small changes in the steering angle 
indicate poor stability of the cyclist module and, thus, the overall stability of the tricycle. 

The experiments show that the height of the hinge position has no impact on the tricycle stability at 
low speeds. At higher speeds, cyclists reported feelings of instability when entering a corner with the 
hinge in the highest position. They felt the cyclist module being swept out from under them when tilting 
the cyclist module to the inside of the turn. As such, the interviewed cyclists unanimously preferred the 
lowest hinge position.  

The orientation of the hinge significantly influences both the stability and the manoeuvrability of the 
tricycle. Orienting the hinge perfectly horizontally creates a feeling similar to cycling with a 
conventional two-wheeled bike. By tilting the front of the hinge slightly downwards, the tricycle is less 
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stable but more manoeuvrable. Cornering with a downwards tilted hinge causes a small rotation of the 
load module towards the outside bend when the cycle module is tilted inwards. This rotates the rear 
wheels away from the direction the cyclist module is going, creating a smaller turning radius compared 
to a horizontal orientation of the hinge. The cases of tilted downwards, horizontal and tilted upwards 
hinge are illustrated in Fig. 7. Unfortunately, a downwards tilted hinge steers the tricycle sideways. This 
is experienced as instability and causes the cyclist to react. A new user will not expect such instability 
and, therefore, will feel uncomfortable. After using the tricycle for a couple of hours, this uncomfortable 
feeling seems to disappear. Orienting the hinge in a slightly upwards position has the opposite effects 
on manoeuvrability and stability. The cargo module moves in the same direction the cyclist wants to 
turn, thus enlarging the turning radius and making it more difficult to turn. 

 

 
Fig. 7. Turning radius of the vehicle with a. a downwards tilted hinge, b. a horizontal hinge and c. an upwards  
            tilted hinge 
 

These effects are proportional to the tilting angle of the hinge, both for downwards and upwards 
tilting. A larger inclination has a larger effect on the manoeuvrability and on the stability. Finally, the 
cyclists preferred a slightly downwards tilted hinge, as the improved ability to make sharp turns 
outweighs the mild reduction in stability. Probably, the cyclists also took into account that they were 
used to this instability at the end of the series of tests.  

Finally, the hinged tricycle with the hinge in the lowest position and tilted downwards is compared 
to a fixed frame tricycle. For cycling speeds below 10-15 km/h, the fixed frame tricycle is more stable 
than the hinged tricycle. The latter requires more steering corrections. For cycling speeds beyond 10-15 
km/h, the hinged tricycle is more manoeuvrable than a tricycle with a fixed frame due to the ability of 
the cyclist to lean into the corners. Stability is comparable for both hinged and fixed frames with an 
empty load. When transporting goods, a fixed frame tricycle can even tilt over in sharp turns, while a 
hinged tricycle will show stable behaviour.  

The poor stability of the hinged tricycle at low speeds can be eliminated by introducing rotational 
stiffness into the hinge. This stiffness reduces the tendency of the cyclist to tilt at low speeds. The 
optimal rotational stiffness depends on the mass and the centre of gravity of the cyclist. Therefore, an 
adjustable rotational stiffness is recommended. 

Lastly, the hinge system also includes a couple of stabilisers that keep the cycling module in a vertical 
position when parked. The actual hinge and the stabilisers are integrated into the frame to avoid damage 
by water infiltration. 

 
 

6. CONCLUSIONS 
 

Existing cargo bikes do not completely meet the expectations of professional users for the last-mile 
delivery of e-commerce parcels, nor do they meet the requirements of service companies. A novel 
future-generation tricycle was developed using the QFD method to inventory the requirements of such 
a cargo bike and to select the most appropriate design concept. The systematic use of design of 
experiments during the detailed engineering step of the development resulted in an electric cargo tricycle 

 

a. b. c. 
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that is very stable and manoeuvrable. The vehicle is able to carry a Euro pallet and has a payload capacity 
of 200 kg. The series hybrid drivetrain allows a hinged frame while maintaining a low centre of gravity 
and remaining within width restrictions. The hinge between the driver module and cargo module allows 
for a nimble and comfortable ride. It complies with all important requirements of all stakeholders 
detected during the research. The concept corresponds with current trends in the cargo bike market, as 
seen in Cargo Chariot and Fulpra. A prototype of this tricycle is shown in  

Fig. 8. It has been tested intensively on campus and is currently being tested by some major courier 
companies for parcel delivery in pedestrian areas of city centres. 

 

 
 
Fig. 8. Tribike prototype 
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